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Abstract 

Let RG be the group ring of the group G over a ring R and let  RG  be the collection of 

all unit elements in a finite group ring RG. The unit graph of RG is defined as the graph 

 ,RG  whose vertex set is the elements of RG and the distinct vertices xv  and yv  are 

adjacent if and only if  .RGyx   In this paper we try to characterize the properties of unit 

graphs in Group rings. Also we analyse various graph theoretical parameters such as diameter, 

girth etc. 

1. Introduction 

In algebraic graph theory we have many algebraic methods to solve the 

problems by using graphs. Also there are so many articles in which graphs 

arising from rings and groups [6]. We consider the concept from group rings 

[1] [2] [5]. It is a very interesting algebraic structure. The central role of 

group ring in group representation theory was established by E. Noether and 

R. Brauer in the period of 1927 to 1929. 

Let R be a ring and G be a group, then the group ring RG is the free       

R-module with basis G. That is it contains the elements of the form 

 Gg g ga


,  where Rag  and ,Gg   with addition defined as 

  
Gg ggGg gGg g gbagbga


 and a product that extends the 
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products of both R and G. That is,     Gh hGg g hbga


  

 .
,

Ghg
hg ghba


 RG be the set of all linear combinations of elements in 

G with coefficients in R. If R is commutative then RG is called group algebra. 

 RG  denote the group of units in RG. 

Ralph P Grimaldi defined a graph in ,nZ  based on elements and units in 

.nZ  Also in 2010, N. Ashrafi defined a unit graph in rings. Based on her 

concept, we construct the unit graphs in finite group rings and study its 

characteristics. 

Let G be a simple graph with vertex set  GV  and edge set  .GE  If 

 vu,  is a member of E then we say u and v are adjacent and this edge is 

denoted as .uv  Two edges are said to be adjacent if they have a common 

vertex. If the edge set is empty it is called null (empty or void) graph [3]. The 

distance between two vertices u and v is the length of a shortest path joining 

them, and is denoted by  ., vud  The diameter of a graph G, denoted by  Gd  

is defined by      .,max , vudGd GVvu   The number of edges incident on a 

vertex v is called degree of that vertex,  vd  and all the vertices of a graph 

are of same degree, (say) r then the graph is said to be r - regular graph. The 

girth of a graph G denoted by  Gg  is the length of a shortest cycle in G. 

Every two distinct pair of vertices are joined by an edge then the graph is 

said to be complete and is denoted by nK  with n vertices [4]. Also we make 

use of the following results and definitions in this paper. 

Theorem 1. [3] A non-trivial graph is bipartite if and only if it has no 

odd cycles. 

Definition 1.1. The homomorphism RRG  :  given by 

   
Gg gGg g aga


 is called the augmentation mapping of RG and 

its kernel, de�noted by  ,G  is called the augmentation ideal of RG. 

Definition 1.2. For any ring R let  R  denote the group of units of the 

ring R. Thus, we use  RG  be the group of units of the group ring RG. Since 

the augmentation map ε is a ring homomorphism, for  ,RGu   

   .Ru   
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Let  RG1  be the subgroup of units of augmentation 1 in  .RG  That 

is       .11  uRGuRG   Hence, if u is a unit of the group ring ZG, 

then   .1 u  

Therefore,    .1 ZGZG    Thus for an arbitrary ring R, we have 

     .1 RGRRG    This is a classical way in which we might construct 

units in a group ring. 

2. Characterization of Unit Graphs in Group Rings 

In this section we characterize the properties of unit graphs in Group 

Rings. Throughout this section we use mnCZ  in terms of RG, where nZ  is 

the ring of integers modulo n and .1 m
m xxC  

Definition 2.1. Let RG be a group ring. We construct a graph associated 

with  ,RG  the set of all unit elements of RG denoted by  ,RG  is called 

the unit graph of RG. The set of all elements of RG are considered to be the 

vertices of the graph and the vertices xv  and yv  are adjacent if and only if 

 RGyx   for ;yx   where xv  represents the vertices corresponding to 

the element .RGx   

Example 1. Consider the group ring ;23CZ  where  2,1,03 Z  and 

 .,12 xC   Let  be the set of all unit elements in RG. Then the following 

figure represents the corresponding unit graph of .23CZ  

 

Theorem 2. Let RG be a finite group ring with .nZR   Then  

(a) If  ,2 RG  then the unit graph  RG  is a  RG -regular 

graph.  

(b) If  ,2 RG  then 
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RGxforRG

RGxforRG
vx 



1
deg  

Proof. (a) Consider RG be a finite group ring and let  RG  be the set of 

all unit elements in RG. Let us assume that  .2 RG  Also we know that 

for any  ,RGu   there exist an element  ,RGx   such that uyx   

for some   .; yxRGy    Therefore xv  and yv  are adjacent in  .RG  

Now define a function    xvRGf  :  by   ;yvuf   where  xv  

is the set of all adjacent vertices of .xv  That is    RGyvv xx   with 

.uyx   Clearly this is a bijective function. Therefore, the cardinality of 

    .RGvx     

That is, the number of vertices adjacent to xv  is same as the total number 

of elements in  RG  for all .RGx   Hence for     RGRG ;2   is a 

 RG -regular graph. 

(b) Next assume that  RG2  and  .RGx   For xvyx ,  is 

adjacent to yv  if and only if  .RGyx   Therefore, from part (a), we can 

say that     .deg RGvx   

Now suppose that  .RGx   

From the definition of  ,RG  we have xv  is adjacent to yv  if and only 

if  .RGyx   for .yx   In a group ring, for each ,RGx   there exist 

some RGy   such that  .; RGuuyx   Define a function 

   xvRGf  :  by   .xvuf   

Since  ,2 RG  for each      .2, RGxxRGxRGx    

But xv  is not adjacent to xv  itself in  .RG  Again since the given function 

is bijective,     1 RGvy    for all  .RGj   That is, 

     .;1deg RGxRGvx    Hence the proof. 

Theorem 3. Let R be a commutative ring with identity and G be a finite 

abelian group with   .2nRChar   Then  RG  is a bipartite graph. 
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Proof. Let R be a commutative ring with identity and G be a finite 

abelian group with   .2nRChar   To show that  RG  is a bipartite graph. 

That is, to show that the vertex set of  ,RG  that is   RGV  can be 

divided into two disjoint set with no two elements in the same set is adjacent. 

Consider 1V  and 2V  be the two sets such that   RGVVV 21   and 

21 VV   Let us assume that .10 Vv   For any  ,0 RGui    

 .0 RGuu ii   Therefore from the definition of unit graph, it is clear 

that there exist no 1Vv
iu   corresponding to  RGui   for all  .RGui    

Next we have to show that for all   ., 2VvRGu
iui    For it is enough 

to show that for any two elements 
1i

u  and  RGui 
2

 then 

 .
21

RGuu ii   Define an augmentation map RRG  :  by   RG  

 .R  That is, ε maps unit elements of RG to unit elements of R. It follows 

that, for all  RGu   has the property of elements in  .R  Again, since 

  ,2nRchar   is an even number, we have the sum of two unit elements is 

again an even number, that does not belongs to  ;R  since  R  contains 

the elements relatively prime to .2n  Hence in  R  also. Therefore for 
1i

u  

and  Rui 
2

 then  .
21

RGuu ii   Therefore from the definition of unit 

graphs for all  ,
2

Rui   the corresponding vertices .2Vv
iu   Again since 

RG is a group under addition, for some non unit element  ,RGx   there 

exist some  ,RGui   such that  .RGuux ji   That implies 

.1Vvx   Otherwise, .2Vvx   Hence all the non unit element can also be 

partitioned into two sets 1V  and .2V  Therefore, in all cases, the total 

elements in RG can be partitioned into two, with no two elements in the same 

set are adjacent. Hence the resultant graph is bipartite. 

Theorem 4. Let R be a ring with   nRchar 2 and .
2mCG    RG  is 

a complete bipartite graph. 

Proof. Suppose that R is a ring with   nRchar 2  and .
2mCG   Then 

by theorem 3, we get  RG  is a bipartite graph. Therefore, to prove this 
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theorem, it is enough to show that the bipartite graph is complete. 

Consider ,
2nZR   then  R  contains the elements relatively prime to 

.2n  

Therefore, 

  






 
2

1
12nR  

2

2n

  

2
2nZ

  

Also from the augmentation map we get ε maps  RG  to  .R  Hence 

  .
2

1
RGR   Hence, if    21 VVV RG   with ,21 VV   then 

2V  contains the vertices corresponding to the elements of   1VRG   

contains all the non-unit elements of RG. Since   ,2nRchar   we have 

 .2 RG  Therefore, by theorem 2, we have  RG  is a  RG - regular 

graph. Since no two vertices in the same partition is adjacent, and each 

partition contains  RG  number of elements, we get one vertex in 1V  is 

adjacent to all other vertices in .2V  Hence the graph is a complete bipartite 

graph. 

Corollary 2.1. For a group ring RG where R be a field, the only complete 

bipartite graph is  .
22


mCZ  

Proof. The proof follows from theorem 4. Since 2 is a prime number, 2Z  

is a field. Therefore from theorem 4, the only complete bipartite unit graph of 

a group ring RG is  .
22


mCZ  

3. Graph measurements of Unit Graphs in Group Rings 

In this section we use some graph theoretical parameters for studying the 

properties of unit graphs in Group rings. 
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Lemma 3.1. Let mnCZ
22

 be a group ring. Then the diameter, 

   .2
22


mnCZd  

Proof. By theorem 4,  
mnCZ

22
 is a complete bipartite graph. And the 

diameter of a complete bipartite graph is 2. Hence    .2
22


mnCZd  

Theorem 5. Let RG be a group ring and  RG  be the set of unit element 

of RG. Then  

  
 

 








RGfor

RGfor
gr RG 




24

23
 

Proof. Consider RG be a group ring and  RG  be the set of unit 

element of RG. First to prove that for      .4,2   RGgrRG  Since 

 ,2 RG  we have   .2nRchar   In this case we consider 2 possibilities, 

either   nRchar 2  or   ;2 pRchar n   where p is not a multiple of 2. 

Case (i). If   ,2nRchar   in this case, from theorem 4, we have 

  RGgr  is a complete bipartite graph. Also from theorem 2,   RGgr  

is a  RG -regular graph for  .2 RG  Hence we have the girth of a 

complete bipartite graph is 4. 

Case (ii). If   ;2 pRchar n   where p is not a multiple of 2, then from 

theorem 3, we have  RG  is a bipartite graph. Then by theorem 1,  RG  

has no odd cycles and    .2ngr RG   Therefore to prove the theorem, it is 

enough to show that the length of the shortest cycle in  RG  is 4. In this 

case  RG  is a regular bipartite graph. Since the graph is regular 

bipartite, all the vertices in  RG  can be partitioned into two with one 

portion, say 1V  contain all the vertices corresponding to the unit elements in 

RG. Let us take one vertex 0v  corresponds to the element ,0 RG  then from 

the definition of unit graphs, 0v  is adjacent to all the vertices ivu  for all 

 .RGui   Therefore ,20 Vv   the second partition set. If we take some 

 RGx   then  .0 RGx   That implies 0v  and 2Vvx   are non-
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adjacent vertices. If ji uux   then xv  and 
iuv  are adjacent. Again xv  is 

adjacent to any other 
juv  for some j, this 

juv  is adjacent to 0v  also. Hence we 

get a cycle 00 vvvvv
ji uxu  which is of length 4. 

Again juyx   for some RGy   and  .RGy   Therefore, xv  is 

adjacent to yv  in  .RG  Hence .1Vvy   Proceeding like this we get yv  is 

adjacent to some .2Vvy   Continuing the above steps we get a cycle of length 

greater than 4. If  .RGy   Then from above we get a cycle 00 vvvvv yxui
 

which is of length 4. Hence for  .2 RG  the shortest length of a cycle in 

 RG  is 4. 

Now to prove that for      .3,2   RGgrRG  From theorem 2, we 

have for  ,2 RG  

 
   

   








RGxforRG

RGxforRG
vx 



1
deg  

In this case,  RG  is not a bipartite graph and also partition of the 

vertex set increases. Again for  RGx   and     xx vRGv ,deg   is 

adjacent to 
juv  for some  .RGui   Again from the above process we get a 

cycle xuux vvvvv
ji 0  which is of length 4. 

If  RGx   then from the definition of unit graphs, xv  is adjacent to 

.0v  Also 0v  is adjacent to 
juv  for some  .RGux i   Now this 

juv  is 

adjacent to xv  for some i. Therefore we get a cycle, ,0 xux vvvv
i

 of length 3. In 

this case length of the shortest cycle is 3. Therefore,    .3RGgr  

Hence the theorem. 

4. Conclusion 

We used the unit group of group rings to create a novel graph from finite 

group rings in this paper. For each m and n, we additionally investigate 

graph theoretical measurements and characterise unit graphs. Anyone can 

utilise this principle in infinite dimensional group rings. 
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